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information hitherto laid before the public is certainly sufficiently scanty.

Mr. Scott having very obligingly furnished me with a series of spe-

cimens illustrating the relative advantages of his various modes of pre-

paration. I have the honor of submitting them for inspection.

The numbers refer to Mr. Scott's extensive series of experiments,

which thvow much light on these important articles, and which are addi-

tionally valuable, from the readiness with which this gentleman has ren-

dered them available to all in Assam.

No. 1 Juice formed into a mass without any care.

6 Juice dried upon a non-absorbing surface.

3 Juice dried upon an absorbing surface.

9 Juice worked up in the hand, bleached in water, and subjected

to a pressure of about 4 maunds to the square foot.

8 Juice worked up with the hand and not bleached.

7 Juice boiled with an equal quantity of water and subjected

to a similar pressure ; this has been exposed to the sun

without deterioration.

5 Juice boiled in a smaller quantity of water, and subjected to

the same pressure.

11 Prepared from equal parts ($ iv.) of juice and water, with £
oz. of diluted sulphuric acid of the Edinburgh Pharmaco-

peia : less acid, however, will destroy the coloring matter.

1

2

Juice prepared with concentrated sulphuric acid.

IV.

—

Notices on the different systems of Buddhism, extractedfrom the

Tibetan authorities. By Alexander Csoma Koro'si.

Sdngye (<VC;*V
T

|)<V - Sangs-r,gyas), is the generic name for express-

ing the Supreme Being or intelligence in the Buddhistic system. This

term corresponds to the Sanskrit Buddha. In Tibetan it denotes the

most perfect being, that is pure (or clean) from all imperfections and

abounds in all good qualities.

There are three distinctions with respect to the essence, the substance

or body of Buddha ; as

1. Dharma kdya (&«V§;S chhos-kyi-.yku) ; 2. Sambhoglcdya

(<^N'Jv|f/cl<V
T ^QT

3j—longs-spyod-rdsogs-pahi'-s-ku), and 3. Nir-

mdnkaya ("|TQp i>JQ' ]S—sprul-pahi-sku). The first as the primary essence

of all things, is denominated by several names ; as, A'di Buddha

(gJKl'*IQ'<Vc;<V
T

Il*V);

—

Samanta Buddha ^aj^'zj^c;^;

—

Swabhdva

Iv5TgCT> self-produced, or self-existing ; Dharmadhdtu ib<V'@'^gc;<V*
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the root of all things ; l^Qpq.i)3{<Vr J)*|^'ZJ the Jinaof Jinas ; ^aj'Jrfi]^

the basis of all things ; 5*VT £]^*f"SN'SfS existing without the three

times, or without beginning and end.

To the Sambhogkaya belong the Dhydni Buddhas of five kinds, the

chief of whom is Vairochana (or Berotsana, as the Tibetians pronounce
it, called by them, S|3f T JjX'*i c;*3fii^—rnam-per-snang-mdsad : the

illuminator. These are the attendants of A'di-Buddha.
To the third or Nirmankdya belong the several incarnations of

Buddha. Immense is the number of such Buddhas that have appeared
in former ages in the several parts of the universe. In this age (styled

the happy age) the number of incarnations of Buddhas is one thousand,
four of whom have appeared hitherto, and the rest are to come hereafter.

Though there are mentioned many Buddhas as having appeared and
having taught their doctrines, yet in the modern Buddhistic system every
thing is attributed *or referred to Shakya, who is supposed (by the
Tibetans) to have lived about one thousand years before Jesus Christ.

The different systems of Buddhism derived from India, and known
now to the Tibetians are the following four.

1. Vaibhashika, (g T 5jfi) T ^—bye-brag-pa.)

2. Sautrdntika> (af^^rtj—mdo-sde-pa.)

3. Yogdchdrya (^QTQiV'Ify £<! or W^'i *r^—rnal-Abyor?

spyod-pa, or sems-tsam-pa).
4. Madhydmika (s^'^T^—e?vu-ma-pa),

The first consists of four principal classes with its subdivisions. They
originated with Sha'kya's four disciples ; who are called in Sanskrit,

Ra'hula, Ka'shyapa, Upa'li, and Ka'TYA'yana.
1. Ra'hula (Tib. |rE].5dj T Q|?dj—sgra-g-chan-Adsin), the son of

Sha'kya. His followers were divided in four sects. They recited the
Sutra on emancipation, in Sanskrit ; they affirmed the existence of all

things ; they wore on their religious garb from twenty-five to nine narrow
pieces of cloth. The distinctive mark of this class was an utpala padmaf

(water-lily) jewel, and tree-leaf put together in the form of a nosegay* i

2. Ka'shyapa (q^^c;—Hod-srung), of the brahman caste. His

followers were divided into six sects. They were called the " great

community." They recited the Sutra of emancipation in a corrupt dialect.

They wore on their religious garb from twenty-three to three pieces of

narr'e'w cloth ; and they carried a shell or conch as a distinctive mark of

their school.

* May not these notes explain the marks on our Buddhist coins ?—Ed.
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3. Upa'li (Tib.^zjX'Qpi—Nye-var-Akhor), of the Sudra tribe.

His followers were divided into three sects. They recited the emanci-
pation Sutra in the language of the flesh-eaters, Pishachika. They
wore on their religious garb from twenty-one to five pieces of narrow
cloth. They carried a sortsika flower as a mark of their school. They
were styled, " the class which is honored by many."

4. Katya'yana (Tib. *|%QJ5—Katyahi-bu), of the Vaisya tribe.

His followers were divided into three sects ; they recited the emancipa-
tion Sutra in the vulgar dialect. They wore the same number of
narrow pieces of cloth, as the former class, and they had on their garb
the figure of a wheel, as the distinctive mark of their school. They
were styled : " the class that have a fixed habitation," c;3j*V T^3jT £j.

The followers of the Vaibhdshika system, in general, stand on the
lowest degree of speculation. They take every thing in the scriptures

in their most vulgar acceptations ; they believe every thing, and will

not dispute. Secondly, of the

2. Sautrdtika school (at[^ T^rq—mdo-sde-pa), a follower of the

Sutras. There are two classes, the one will prove every thing by
authorities contained in the scriptures, the other by arguments.

3. The third division is that of the Yogdchdrya, (jj VQgX'SJV^

—

nal-ftbyor-spyod-pa, or *j*f*r^&T T ^—sems-tsam-pa.) There are count-

ed nine subdivisions of this school. The principal works on this system
arereferredtoA'RYA SANGA/Q^isi^^'^s]^^) in the 7th century,

about of our era. There are in the Kdh-gyur several works of his, and
of his followers, explanatory of the Yogdchdrya system. Lastly, the

4. Madhydmika school, (^gT *T*J—Z>vu-ma-pa, they that keep a

middle way.) This is properly the philosophical system. It originated

with Nagarjuna (*J
T "gZj—Alu-sgrub), 400 years after the death of

Shakya. His principal disciples have been A'rya Deva and Buddha
pa lit a. There are in the Stan-gyur several works of them on the

Madhydmika system. Some learned pandits in India have united this

system with that of the Yogacharya,as BoDHisATWA(or Shanta rak-
shita has done) in the 8th century, and afterwards Atisha in the 11th.

Chandra Ki'rti lT X^ T
5J^]<V'i^, wrote a commentary on the original

work of Naga'rjuna ; as also several other works introductory to, and
explanatory of, the Madhydmika theory. In all the higher schools
in Tibet these works are now the chief authorities in all controversies
relating to the Madhydmika system.

I
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From among the four theories above specified, only the two last are

philosophical, the two first being rather dogmatical, or following implicitly

scriptural authorities. According to the views of some writers, there is

little difference between the Yogdchdrya and the Madhydmika theories

also, as some have united them ; except that the former is more prac-

tical and the latter more theoretical or speculative (dealing with too

many abstract terms, and minute discriminations). In the Do class of

the Stan-gyur, there are many volumes containing works explanatory of

both these systems. But they can be understood only by the learned, the

generality of the religious persons (or the clergy) prefer to read Tan-

trika works, the Dulva, and some tracts of the Do class of the Kah-gyur.

The above mentioned systems are well known to many of the learned

in Tibet ; but there are likewise many who are acquainted only with

their names.

There is another distinction (with which the Tibetians are more fami-

liar, and which is taken from the scriptures) with respect to the prin-

ciples, on which the scriptural works are founded ; that of £J£]
T z^ T i?|33f

Theg-pa-g-sum ; S. Tri-yanam, the three vehicles. Accordingly all

Buddha scriptures are calculated for the lowest, the mean or middle,

and the highest capacities ; for, they contain low or vulgar, middle, and

high principles to be known by such as aspire to any degree of perfection.

Some writers have used the name of " Lam-rim," degrees of way (to

perfection), considering men on three different degrees of intellectual

and moral capacity ; as, men of little, middle, and highest capacities.

Under this title there are now in Tibet (among those of the Geluk-pa

sect) several manual works on the principles of the Buddhistic religion.

Among these " Lam-rims" the most esteemed and the most compre-

hensive is that of Tsonkha-pa, a celebrated Lama, who flourished in the

beginning of the fifteenth century.

According to the Lam-rim, there are three degrees of principles with

respect to the theory of the Buddha faith.

1. Men of vulgar capacity must believe that there is a God, there is

a future life, and that they shall therein have the fruits of their works in

this life.

2. Those that are on a middle degree of intellectual and moral

capacity, besides admitting the former positions, must know, that every

compound thing is perishable, that there is no reality in things ; that

every imperfection is pain, and that deliverance from pain or bodily exis-

tence, is final happiness or beatitude.

3. Those of the highest capacities, besides the above enumerated

articles, know that from the body or last object to the supreme soul,
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nothing is existing by itself, neither can be said that it will continue
always, or cease absolutely ; but that every thing exists by a dependent
or causal connection or concatenation.

With respect to practice, those of vulgar capacity are content with the
exercise of the ten virtues. Those of a middle degree, besides the
fulfilling of the ten virtues, endeavour to excel in morality, meditation,
and ingenuity or wisdom. Those of the highest capacities besides the

former will perfectly exercise the six transcendal virtues.

With respect to their summum bonum. >

The first seeing the miseries of those suffering in the bad places of

transmigration ; as, in hell, Yiddks, and beasts, wish to be born among
men, the asur? and the gods.

Those of the second class, not contented with the happiness of the
former, wish for themselves only to be delivered entirely from pain and
bodily existence. Lastly ; these regarding as pain, every bodily exis-

tence, in whatever region of the world it be, aspire to final emancipation,
and wish to arrive at the supreme perfection, that they may become able

to help others in their miseries.

Such distinction in speculative Buddhism, as that of the Swabhdvika,
Aishwarika, Karniika, and Ydtnika does not exist in Tibetan books
(except, perhaps, among the Nyigma-pa sect, who are said to possess yet

several volumes that have not been printed in the Kah-gyur and Stan-gyur
collections, but which may be found in Tibet both written and printed,

among the people of that sect), although there are many works in the

Stan-gyur containing materials on the several doctrines or tenets of those

philosophical schools.

The ancient philosophical sects in India mentioned frequently, and
partly described in the Tibetan books, especially in the Stan-gyur volumes
are as follows

:

1. Grangs-chen-pa (sjt^'-jaj sj

—

Sdnkhya in Sanskrit). The Bud-

dhists have adopted much of this school. In the ^ and ^ volumes of the

Do class in the Stan-gyur, there is an account of the six schools (and

of others also) in ancient India.

2. Che-prag-pa (g^fipsj—S. Vaisheshika).

3. Rig-chet-pa (x^l'SV^I—^' Vedantika),

4. Shot-pa-pa Osgfv*JT;
J
T—$ Mim&nsaka).

5. Jigten-gyang-phen-pa (QF^'i^'S^'Q^i'^—^. Lokayata).

6. Those that take Vang-chuk (v^'g *|—S. Ishtvara) for the first

principle.
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7. They that take Ts'hangs-pa (jfcwq Brahma), for the first

principle.

8. They that take Khyab-juk ([gzj'QgEj—S. Vishnu), for ditto.

9. They that take Skyes-bu (g^Tg—S. Parusha), for ditto.

10. They that take gTsovo (ffi^—S. Pradhdna) for ditto.

11. They that take time (^*j—S. Kala), for ditto.

12. The atomists or they that take rdul-phran (*.QJ
T fcJd)) the atoms

for the first principle of the existence of the world. There are yet some
others also.

The general principles of practical Buddhism with a follower of this

faith in Tibet, are such as follow.

1. To take refuge only with Buddha.
2. To form in his mind the resolution of endeavouring to arrive at

the highest degree of perfection, to be united with the supreme intelligence.

3. To prostrate himself before (the image of) Buddha ; to adore him.
4. To bring offerings before him, such as are pleasing to any of the

six senses ; as, light, flowers, garlands, incenses, perfumes ; all sorts of
edible and drinkable things, (whether raw or prepared,) stuff's, cloths, &c.
for garments and hanging ornaments.

5. To make musick, sing hymns, and utter praises on Buddha,
respecting his person, doctrine, love or mercy, his perfections or attri-

butes ; his acts or performances for the benefit of all animal beings.

6. To confess one's sins with a contrite heart ; to ask forgiveness of
them, and to declare sincerely not to commit such afterwards.

7. To rejoice in the moral merits of all animal beings, and to wish
that they may contribute them to obtain thereby final emancipation or
beatitude.

8. To pray and exhort all the Buddhas that are now in the world
to turn the wheel of religion (or to teach their doctrines) and not to

leave soon the world, but to remain here for many ages, (Kalpas,)

V.

—

Enumeration ofHistorical and Grammatical Works to be met with
in Tibet. By the same.

Works, containing historical matter, may be found, in Tibet, under
the following names

:

1. Lo-gyus (ojll«V l° "vgyus)i meaning annals, chronicle, history.

2. Tam-gyut (e]^*T|}^ gtam-rgyud), tradition, oral account,

traditional history. (S. A'khydnam.)
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3. Ch'hos-Jung (dWQSC;* Ch'hos-hbyung), origin and progress

(of the elements) of the (Buddhistic) religion.

4. Tokzhot fts]<V T

*j^S rtogs-brjod), properly a judicious saying;

memoir, reflections, critique, biography.

5. Ndm-thdr ($ dj'ftx rnam-thar), properly emancipation, liberation,

biography, legend.

6. Grung (|f c;<v Grungs), a fable, fiction, fabulous history.

7. Stan-cis Oqgaj'^V Bstan-rtsis), chronology, or calculation of

some events or epochs occurring in the sacred volumes.

To the first class or "lo-gyus" may be referred the following works,

on account of their contents being of a historical character.

1. Mdni-kdbum (*f jb*zj*iQ*Qg*f nui-ni-bkah-hbum), an historical

work, composed by Srong-tsan-gampo ( *fc;*zj,^dj'2[*f
T q' Srong-

j??tsan-sgam-po), a celebrated king in Tibet, in the seventh century of

the christian era.

2. Ptidma-thdng-yik (z^ T £m T$E) Padma-thang-yig) another his-

torical work, written in the eighth or ninth century, in the time of Khri-
Srongde'-tsan (R'^V^Q'XjJfo) Dvan Indian guru, called in Tibe-

tan Padma Jung-ne/ (^T'Q3 t; T
K]3i<v), in Sanskrit Padma Sambhava,

3. Kd-thdngde-nd /q*jQ'3 ^'^'<tf), by the before mentioned guru,

and by some Tibetan translators or lotsavas, in five parts, containing

biographical notices of princes, queens, chief officers, pandits and lotsa-

vas or Tibetan translators.

4. Yik-nying ($fir§5 T
)> ancient writ or chronicle, compiled by the

ancient Tibetan translators.

5. Yik-zhung-cKhen-mo, (v$e\ t*\Q^&\ K), containing Indian his-

tory from Asoka (g'^'dfs. mya-nan-med, in Tibetan) a king, (who

lived one hundred and ten years after the death of Sha'kya, and had his

residence at Pdtaliputra and Dehli) till the time of Pratita Se'na (in

the beginning of the fourteenth century of our era).

Other historical works are known under the following titles :

6. Kd-tsik~cKhen-mo (zj*lQ r
<^kJW<£3^*0•

7. Kd-cKhem-kd-lc hol-ma (z^QT&^^T ZJ*iQ'QraQJ'3{).

8. Gyel-rab-pag-sam-jon-shing (§q*XXJ^T^^**J<V*r$yJfc').
9. She-cha-rap-sal (£)<V'*rXTJT K]*VQj).

10. Gyel rap-salvui-mclong (|)Q]
TXT^T^<VQJ'ZJQTlrQ]e; T \

11. Bod-kyi-yik-ts ang (^'1'^'^')' Tibetan records.
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12. Dep-ter~non-po (^T^ijx/^'dj tj), ancient records.

13. Sa-s,kya-yik-tsang (*w g'$£T<iS')> records made in the Sa-

,*kya monastery.
14. Gyahi-yik-tsang (§Q T$*T&5')> Chinese records, translated by

J9Lama rin-ch'hen-grags-pa.
There are in Tibet some historical fragments under this title, Ctam

gyut (£]T}*rl> r )' traditional history, also.

Under this title, cKhos-jung (j&qf'Qi c; T
)» Elements of religion, or the

origin and progress of the Buddhistic religion, there are several works
in Tibet, according to the different authors. As by Ne'l-pa, by Bu-
s,ton ; the CKosjung of the 'Bkah-gdams-pa sect, that originated in

the eleventh century ; ditto of the Bruk-pa sect, by Padma karpo.
Under this name: " TokzJiof (^E]*J"qf^ S. Avaddna), there are

many historical fragments both in the Kah-gyur and Stan-gyur (especially

in the ^ or thirtieth volume of the M&o class of the Kah-gyur, mostly of
a legendary character. But besides these there are also true narrations.

The following work is of a mixed character of this kind: j^SQjQ 5,*C-

ZjjqvS5'QSJ5]<VT^Qr£r^ ff]<VTqfs^ " sham-bha-lahi rnambshat-dang
phak-yul-gyi-rtokzhod"—Description of Shambhala (a fabulous country
and city in the north of Asia). And a memoir on p'haks-yul (S. A'rya
desa or India,in general), written by Pan-ch'hen Paldan ye-shes, the

great Lama at Tashi lunpo (zj*]*£J<V T(y 3j
T y ) in 1775.

Under this name: "nam thar" ^argjx, tnere are many historical

works in Tibet, containing narratives of the life of any great personage,
as the life of Shakya, in amdo or stitra, called ^'abI. T XQJ'y (gya-cher-

rol-pa) or " Lalita vistara" in Sanskrit. As also in the A/do styled

ajcjai'ijX'QiEr^ "non-par-jung-va, his appearance in the world (in a

religious character).

To this class belong the following works, as : Dpag-hsam-k'hri-shing
(T^spi^3r[T^ic|c; , )> by Dge-vahi-Z)vang-po (S.Shubhendrq), trans-

lated from Sanskrit. The " rnam-t'har" or legendary narrative (contained
in the hstan-gyur) of eighty-four persons, in ancient India. How they
were emancipated, or acquired preternatural faculties.

The $i*p<9X fl'nam-thar, of the sixteen principal disciples (ffl^^V'Z^^^

netan) of Shakya.
The hundred acts of Shakya compiled by Tara'natha, a Tibetan

Lama, in the seventeenth century.

x
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The twelve acts of Shakya, by Srong-tsan-gambo, in the Manx-
kabum.

The " skyes-rabs-irgya-pa" or one hundred new births or regenera-

tions, by a Lama of the Karmapa sect.

There are in the Dulva biographical notices of several princes wealthy

citizens, and other illustrious persons, in ancient India.

Amongst the Grungs (ij"t;<v) or fabulous narratives, the " Kesdr

Gi-ungs" (si T
<vi.'3j" c;<v) or fabulous history of Kesar a warlike ancient

king in central Asia, is much celebrated in Tibet.

On Stan-cis (Br z\«i9) jg <vj) or astronomical calculations of some events

or epochs, occurring in the sacred volumes or Shastras, there are like-

wise several works, in Tibet. Of this kind are the commentaries on

the " Kdla chnkra or dus-Jcyi-htihor-lo" in Tibetan, made by several

learned men,—as; by " Bu-ston" (j§^3|) in the fourteenth century, by

" Jo-nang-pa" by " Mk'has-grub" in the fifteenth century ; by " Panch'-

hen-Mo-ftzang-ch'hos-kyi-rgyel-mts'han," by " Padma karpo"—(a cele-

brated Lama of the Bruk-pa sect, in the sixteenth century.

Also a commentary on the Kala chakra, and the history of the Bud-

dhistic religion, written in Tibetan by a Mongol Lama (Sum-bha-zhabs-

trung) in the last century.

The " rtsis-kyi-hbyung-k'hungs" (§*t|tQSE; tf5c;*v) elements of

calculations by " MK'HAS-GRUB-rGYA-mTs'no" and " nor-B-zang-
rGYA-mTs'iio." The substance of these works have been embodied in

the " Baidurya, Dkarpo" an astronomical, &c. work, written by
" SANG-RGYAS-rGYA-mTs'HO," a regent at Lassa, in the last half of

the seventeenth century.

List of such Indian (or Sanskrit) grammatical works, as have been

known to the ancient Tibetan learned men, and partly have been trans-

lated into Tibetan, or have been only quoted by them.

The names of these works have been collected in the last volumes of

the B,stan-gyur compilation. They are as follows : Pdni-vydkarana, in

two thousand slokas ; Maha-bhdna, a commentary of the former in

one hundred thousand slokas, by &Lu-NOR-rGYAS-KHi-Bu"—not trans-

lated. An abridgment of the two former by Rama Chandra.
A grammar, in twenty-four chapters, by Chandra Gomj.
A commentary on the twenty prepositive particles, by do.

A Sutra on the letters, by do.

A commentary on the letters, by Ch'hos-.$'KYong (S. Dhermapala).
The several cases of nouns, by Chandra Gomi, in explanatory
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Another grammatical work,byZLA-vA-GRAGS-PA. (S. Chandra kirtti.)

A commentary on the Chandrapd by Pandita Ratna Mali, in

twelve thousand slokas.

A commentary on the former by Pandita Purna Chandra, in

thirty thousand slokas.

Dvyings-mdohi-hgrel-pa, a commentary on the verbal roots, by
" Byins-kyi-Dpung-gryen."

Ting-mthahi-bshad-pa : explication of the " ting" termination.

The milch-cow of desire.

The eight compositions.

The Knldpci in fifteen chapters, by Dvang-phyug-go-ch'ha.
Sde-spyod byd-karana, in five hundred slokas, a commentary on the

Kaldpa, by brahman Ugra Bhu'ti.

The " Si" &c. &c. of the Kaldpa, explained by /Zjam-c?pal-

grags-pa (S. Manjukirtti).

A grammatical work, introductory to every speech or language.

A commentary on the same, by a teacher : Subhasha kirtti.

A commentary on the twenty prepositive particles, by 7)vang-po-

byin (S. Indradatta.J

T)yangs-chan-bydf<arana (of SaraswatiJ in thirty-one chapters.

Six great commentaries of the former, and several smaller ones.

Tgjb(un) and other terminations explained in a Sutra, by Dur-Sing.
A Sutra on the ^jb(un) termination, by " Chandra"—with a com-

mentary by the author himself.

A Sutra of roots in the Kuh'ipa and in the Chandrapa^ by " Gang-
Vd\\\-zla-va" (S. Purnna Chandra),

tJ (ti) and other terminations of actions, &c. explained by c?Gah-

vahi-grags-pa.

Collection of words having the same sound but different significa-

tion. H,jam-Dvyangs (S. Manju-ghoshaJ bydkaranahi-r,tsta-vay by

Sadhu-kirtti.

A commentary on Panini's grammar, by Rama Chandra.
Panini-byings-mdo (the roots Sutra, of Panini), by Pandita ^jigs-

med-e,de.

On the above enumerated Indian grammatical works, there are some

commentaries made by the Tibetans. As ; by " Bu-ston-rin-ch'hen-

grub" and " Zhalu-lo-tsa-va ch'hos-sk'yong-6zang-po."

There are, likewise, in Tibet, several works teaching how to read the

Sanskrit text, especially the mantras. The most common are those

(both the text and the commentary on) written by " Sangha Skri"
at Snar-thang. But there are others also, made by Tarana'tha, by
Kunle'gs, by Dde'-le'gs, and by Situpa.

x 2
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The most ancient grammatical work extant for the Tibetan language
is that made by " Sambota" in the seventh century. Its Tibetan name
is : " Lung-du- ston-pa-sum-chu-pa" and " r, Tags-kyi-PJug-pa" or
grammatical introduction in thirty slokas, and the adding of the cha-
racteristic letters (for the formation of the several cases of nouns, &c.)

Both these treatises are very short, making not more than three or
four small leaves. They give little information, and are interesting only
on account of the grammatical terms. But there are now many com-
mentaries on this original text, composed by the authors, whose names
here follow, as : Dvu-pa-6Lo ^sal, Lo-ch'hen-Nam-Mkhah-rgya-Mts'ho,
sNar-thang-lo-tsa-Sangha-Shri, Yar-^brog-pa-rin-ch'hen-tog, c?ge-ye-va-

ts'hul-k'hrims-Senge, Pan-ch'hen-g-ser-mdog-chan-pa, e?pah-vo-gtsug-

lag H,p'hreng-va, Zur-Mk'har-va-5Lo-gros-rgyal-po, Rab-/ibyams-smra-
va-eh'hos-rgyal, Hol-pa-rab-Abyams, Sman-lung-pa-6Lo-moh'hogrdo-rje,
Zha-lu-lo-tsa-va-ch'hos-skyong-Bzang-po, Yha-lu-pa-ch'hos-legs, Byams-
i>-Ling-Bsod-nams-rnam-r,gyal, Kun-mk'-hyen-go-ram-pa. (These two
last have commented only the " Sum-Stchu-pa.") Zag-lung-ch'hos-rje,

Rab-Abyans-pa-jam-gral, K'ha-rag-sprul-sku, Drung-yig-Ajam-Dvyangs,
(these have written answers to some proposed questions respecting

grammar). Pan-ch'hen-dkon-Mch'hog-ch,hos-grags, (he wrote in the

seventeenth century, under this title ; " Legs-Bshad-snang byed'

norbu" on sixty-four leaves.)

Situ, or Zdom-bu-pa of Derghe in Kham-yul, wrote in the last

century, on eighty-six leaves. The title of his grammar is : " mk'ftas-

pahi-mgul-rgyan-mu-tig-pJweng-mdses" (a beautiful necklace of pearls

for a neck ornament of the learned).

There are yet several other grammatical works on the language of

Tibet.
A. Cs.

VI. Section of a Hill in Cuttaclc supposed to be likely to contain

Coal By M. Kittoe, Esq.

[In a letter addressed to J. McClelland, Esq. Secretary Coal Committee.]

I have the pleasure to forward a sketch (section) of a hill called

" Newraj" where I had expected to find coal, but have been unsuccess-

ful ; the hill, however, presents such striking features, that I deem it

worthy the notice of a geologist, and address you accordingly. I have

forwarded specimens [a list of which is hereto annexed] to the Secre-

tary of the Asiatic Society, who will deliver them to you for examina-

tion, after which I request the favour of your informing me whether or

not coal is likely to be found beneath the very black slate, (marked K) ?


